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ABOUT EMTEC ®
Emtec is the right size provider
of technology-empowered
business solutions for world-class
organizations. Our local offices,
highly-skilled associates, and
global delivery capabilities ensure
the accessibility and scale to
align your technology solutions
with your business needs. Our
collective focus is to continue to
build clients for life: long-term
enterprise relationships that
deliver rapid, meaningful, and
lasting business value.

Oracle Business Intelligence applications deliver complete,
integrated, highly scalable enterprise reporting solutions. OBIEE+
provides unsurpassed analytics and integration features, OBIApps
combines data spanning enterprise sources and applications—
empowering the largest communities with complete and relevant
insight to everyone, not just analysts. All levels of the organization
can see information optimized for their role.
IMPLEMENTATION EXPERTISE
Emtec’s experienced consultants can get your

Oracle Business Intelligence Applications

enterprise reporting environment up and running

Oracle Business Intelligence Applications

quickly and efficiently. Our consultants can help

(OBIA) is the answer to data access and insight

you successfully implement:

delivery challenges. OBIA combines ERP and

PACKAGED APPLICATION
SERVICES

OBIEE as Enterprise Reporting Solution

Emtec is a leading implementer

over a period of time, due to varied reporting

of Packaged Applications. We

needs, several reporting tools are implemented

help reduce costs by streamlining

in various departments. In most cases, each tool

processes and providing

is connected to a different data source. Not only

application package expertise.

does this pose a risk of “the multiple versions of

We partner with our clients to

the truth”, but it also restricts users from viewing

provide subbject matter expertise

data across the organization. Emtec can help

around the entire lifecycle of

implement an enterprise reporting architecture

your application. Our specialty

based on OBIEE that will combine multiple data

practices include, Microsoft

sources on a single, unified platform, hence

Dynamics, Oracle Fusion,

eliminating the need for redundant reporting tools

PeopleSoft, eBusiness Suite,

and provide a single view of data across the

Hyperion, and OBIEE.

whole organization.

•

ERP

•

HCM

•

CRM

•

BI

•

Planning

•

Financial Management

A common problem with any organization is that

CRM data for timely insights that can lead
to smarter decisions, better plans and more
empowered workers. Emtec can help clients
implement OBIA against their ERP and CRM
systems including Oracle E-Business Suite,
PeopleSoft Enterprise, Siebel CRM, and JD
Edwards EnterpriseOne. We have successfully
implemented several large scale OBIA projects
and our esteemed ERP practice allows us to
build cross-functional project teams that will
ensure success through the complete lifecycle of
the project.
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OBIEE and Essbase Integration

OBIA Accelerator

With the advent of OBIEE 11g, integration of

With OBIA Accelerator, your company can

OBIEE and Essbase is more seamless and

take the first step to enterprise reporting for

efficient than ever. In addition, the introduction

your ERP and CRM sources. This fixed-cost

of a new tool, Oracle Essbase Cube Builder

package allows for the deployment of a single

(OECB), completely the erases the lines between

analytical model with out-of-the-box dashboards

your ROLAP and OLAP environments. Emtec

and reports against your EBS, PeopleSoft,

has been the beta partner of Oracle for this

JD Edwards or Siebel source systems. The

promising solution. OECB is the tool that

deliverables also involve testing, documentation

completes the end-to-end Business Intelligence

and knowledge transfer to kickoff usage of

story for Oracle BI Products. With OECB, an

the toolset within your organization. This

OBIEE Repository containing all your source

implementation will build the foundation for

metadata can be loaded to an Essbase cube

further customizations to adjust OBIApps to your

for multi-dimensional analysis. A seamless

company’s needs, plus the addition of further

integration between OBIEE Dashboard pages

modules.

and Essbase Smartview provides a simple and
fluent user experience for moving between

Custom Training

relational and OLAP data sets.

We can help your organization develop an

Migration from Brio and Discoverer

users in your organization. We will develop

Customers of Brio (IR) and Discoverer can

custom training material based on your

upgrade their reporting environment to OBIEE

environment that will help users understand the

with the help of our OBIEE team. Our knowledge

application better and increase adoption. Our

and expertise in Brio, Discoverer and OBIEE,

Admin Class will train application administrators

will help you migrate Discoverer EUL and Brio

on how to perform routine tasks like RPD

metadata to OBIEE seamlessly and efficiently.

development; catalog management; security

Our experience will save you time and money.

management; performance tuning and managing

effective training strategy for the many diverse

multiple development environments.

SERVICE OFFERINGS
OBIEE Accelerator
OBIEE Accelerator is for companies that are
considering OBIEE but not sure how it will fit into
their organization. This fixed-cost engagement
will allow you to test drive OBIEE in your own
environment before you commit to a larger
investment. We will implement OBIEE against
your multiple data sources and build reports and
dashboards that will allow you to evaluate OBIEE
against your own data. This will not be a throwaway implementation but can be expanded upon
if you decide to implement OBIEE enterprise
wide.
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